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52073

Push-pull ends allow you  
to easily replace cartridge  
without tools.

52101

Quick connect fittings allow 
you to easily replace cartridge 
without tools.

52117

Replacement Filter with 1/2" 
male threaded ends  
allow you to easily replace 
cartridge with just a wrench.
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The Hydro Life HL-170 filter can be installed under any kitchen or bathroom counter in 
your RV or watercraft. The filter hooks into your cold water line, stays completely hidden 
and occupies minimal space.

52133
Model: HL-180 
Disposable filter. Use for one year then 
replace. No tools needed.

Inline Hose Filter
The Inline Hose Filter installs easily to the inline 
water supply hose and filters all the water 
entering the tank. No tools needed.

Exterior Filter Kit
When larger flow volume is needed — The 
HL200-kit installs easily to your inline water 
supply hose on your RV or boat and filters water 
before it enters the tank.

52001

Exterior Water Filter Holder
Works with Hydro Life filters  
6 & 7 and most  
other exterior filters
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52141
Model: HL-200 Kit
Complete high-volume 
filter kit. No tools 
required.

52001 52412
Model: C-2063
Classic bacteria fighting 
cartridge 

52418
Model: C-2471* 
Carbon block cartridge, 
perfect for cyst reduction

Replacement Cartridges
For HL-200 series and most other 10-inch  
filter housings

MODEL C-2063

RE
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52103

Complete filter kit with quick 
connect fittings for ice maker, 
kitchen or bathroom sink of any 
boat or RV. 

Clean, 
clear 
water  
Taste the difference 
everywhere you go
Your RVing or boating adventures take you from 
one scenic campground or marina to the next, 
but can you be sure the water you hook to is  
safe — or the hose isn’t a breeding ground  
for bacteria?

To make sure your water is always clean, safe 
and great tasting, use a Hydro Life filter. While 
carbon-only filters allow bacteria growth inside 
a filter body, Hydro Life’s EPA registered filtration 
media prevents bacteria growth.

Whats more, Hydro Life filters remove up 
to 99 percent of chlorine, plus many other 
contaminants from your water. When using an 
exterior filter, your shower water will keep your 
skin and hair softer without irritation.

Filters all the water entering your RV or watercraft with an exterior water hookup. Use with an 
interior filter for greater performance and filter life.
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